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A little bit about ATREE…

www.atree.res.in
Autonomous non-profit applied research institute, 

recognized by MAHE for PhD in Conservation 
Science & Sustainability Studies 

Mandate
• Research, teaching, & outreach on conservation 

and sustainable development

Tenets
• Interdisciplinarity
• Academic rigour

• Speaking to and learning from policy and 
practitioner audiences



Research Centres & Themes

Centre for Biodiversity Conservation
• Monitoring & Managing Biodiversity

• Landscapes & Livelihoods
• Ecosystem Services

Centre for Environment & Development
• Forests and Governance
• Water, Land & Society

• Climate Change Mitigation



Outline

• Forest Ecosystem Services: the 
concept, its precursors, contributions, 
and confusions

• Ecological measurement
• Economic valuation
• PES



What is forest?

It comes in many forms, and is 
ultimately a social construct





























Summary

• ‘Forest’ refers (loosely) to a tree-
dominated vegetation type

• But ‘tree-dominated vegetation’ covers a 
huge range

• Nothing sacrosanct about where one 
draws the line

• In that sense, ‘forest’ is a convention, 
and how we define it depends upon our 
interests



So what are our interests?

What are forests good 
for?







And ….



















> This photo courtesy Frontline magazine



Many terms used

• Forest-based benefits
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Non-use values

Total Economic Value of a Forest Ecosystem

Use values

Direct use

Direct 
consumption

Functional 
benefits

Preserving options for 
future use given some 
expectation of the 
growth of knowledge

The WTP to 
preserve the 
resource for the 
benefit of one’s 
descendents

The WTP for 
the existence 
of the 
resource

Consumptive 
Use

Timber
Firewood
Medicine
Grazing
Food
Other NTFPs

Non-
consump-
tive use

Tourism
Education 
& Research

Watershed benefits
Regeneration of stream flows
Soil conservation
Flood control
Recharging of groundwater

Ecosystem Services
Carbon sequestration
Waste assimilation
Nitrogen fixation
Microclimatic functions
Pollination service

Indirect use Option ExistenceBequest



MILLENNIUM 
ECOSYSTEM 
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Summary

• What we called forest ecosystem 
benefits is now being called 
forest ecosystem ‘services’
– Provisioning services = products = direct 

use values
– Regulating services = services/indirect 

use values
– Cultural services = Aesthetic or spiritual 

benefits = existence value

• Newer language: NCPs!
• What is really new then?



New data: Regulating Services

Source: Lele et al 2013



What is confusing?

• Supporting services



What is missing?

1. Dis-services 

2. Ecological trade-offs

3. Social tradeoffs



Forests are also bad for 
something



1. Forest Dis-services

Source: Lele et al 2013Not to mention: mosquitoes or viruses!!



2. Trade-offs

• Biodiversity conservation vs timber 
production

• Timber harvest vs carbon sequestration

• Firewood collection vs carbon 
sequestration

• Grazing vs soil conservation



Ecological Trade-offs  



Ecological Trade-offs  



Ecological Trade-offs  



Ecological Trade-offs  



Ecological Trade-offs  



Ecological Trade-offs  

One could add columns for dis-services and other benefits (food)



Key Questions that follow
• What are the units for +++ and ---? Can 

they be added/subtracted? 
– Physical units: only commensurable within 

columns
– $$ units: makes possible comparisons 

across columns<< the holy grail of 
economists

• Who decides? 3 different approaches
– Valuation (‘eminent domain’ of state)
– Payments (‘market knows best’)
– Negotiation? (‘deliberative governance’)



Things to watch out for…
• Bad ecology

– Tradeoffs forgotten=> double counting
– Oxygen value of trees and forests

• Bad valuation
– Gross value, net value, inflated value
– Marginal value vs average value
– Valuation in a vacuum
– Aggregation

• Bad markets
– All possible market failures: income 

distribution, information, property rights



SUMMARY
• “Ecosystem services” not a very new 

concept, can be confusing
– Has highlighted regulatory services
– Tends to ignore dis-services & trade-offs

• Ecology = understanding of the trade-
offs /synergies in biophysical units

• Valuation = indicating the aggregate 
relative importance in Rupee units

• PES = allowing markets to express 
preferences

• Limitations: ecological errors, fake 
commensurability, market failures, etc 
etc…





NOTES FOR THE FUTURE

• Show examples of good valuation, show examples of good PES, then talk 
about limitations



In short:

• Conventional valuation: fully utilitarian
• In practice, income change is equated 

with utility change
• Income-sensitive weights highlight the 

inter-group variations, while retaining 
intra-group aggregation across 
different services/benefits

• May provide valuable insights about ‘net 
benefit’ to different groups, but must 
resist temptation to use as ‘the’ tool



Part 3: The Payments approach and 
its critique

• Core theoretical assumptions:
– Strong & well-understood linkages
– Well-defined property rights (including 

the right to not provide the service)
– Clearly defined recipients
– Fairness of property rights assignments 

is not on the table
– Low transaction costs

• All of these assumptions are violated!
• Politically: ‘upstream poor’ are being 

used as the justification


